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Dembowski Semi-inversive planes 
M. L. H. WILLEMS AND w. MIELANTS 
A complete classification has been made of all finite incidence structures of points and circles 
such that the residual structure with respect to an arbitrary point is always some Dembowski 
semi-plane. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1. We define a finite semi-plane (SP) [2] as a finite set of v elements, called points, 
of which b subsets, called lines, are distinguished so that the following is satisfied: 
(SP1) any two distinct points x, y belong to at most one line, 
(SP2) every point (resp. line) is incident with at least three lines (resp. points), 
(SP3) if (x, L) is a non-incident point-line pair, then there exists at most one line 
(resp. point) that is incident with x (resp. L) and disjoint with L (resp. non-
collinear with x ). 
The degree of a point (resp. line) of aSP is the number of lines (resp. points) through 
the point (resp. on the line). If n + 1 is the largest of the degrees of the points and lines 
of a SP, then n is called the order of the SP. 
Two points x, y (resp. lines L, M) are called parallel if x = y (resp. L = M) or there 
is no line (resp. point) incident with both x and y (resp. L and M). One can easily see 
that parallelism is an equivalence relation. An ideal line is defined as a parallel class of 
points with at least two elements. An ideal point is defined as a parallel class of lines 
with at least two elements. 
The following Theorems are due toP. Dembowski [2]. 
THEOREM I. Let S be be an SP of order n and let D denote the set of integers which 
occur as degrees of elements inS. Then there are only three possibilties forD, namely: 
(a) D = {n -1, n, n + 1}, 
(b) D = {n, n + 1} or 
(c) D = {n + 1}. 
Sis called hyperbolic, parabolic or elliptic (abbreviated to HSP, PSP, ESP respectively) 
according to whether D is of type (a), (b) or (c). 
THEOREM II The hyperbolic semi-planes of order n are precisely the incidence structures 
of the form P- U, where P is a projective plane of order n (n ~ 4) and U a subset of P of 
one of the following types: 
(1) U consists of two distinct points u, v and all lines through u different from the line 
through u and v (say uv ), 
(2) (l) U consists of two distinct lines L, K and all points on L, different from the point 
on L and K (say LK), 
(3) U consists of a non-incident point-line pair (u, L), all lines through u, and n points 
ofL 
(4) (3) U consists of a non-incident point-line pair (u, L), all points on L, and n lines 
through u, 
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(5) U consists of a non-incident point-line pair (u, L), of n points on L and of n lines 
through u. Furthermore, the unique point e U on L is not incident with the unique 
line e u through u. 
An HSP is called an HSP1, HSP2, HSP3, HSP4 or HSP5 according to whether the 
HSP is of type (1), (2), (3), (4) or (5). 
THEOREM III. The parabolic semi-planes of order n are precisely the incidence structures 
of the form P-C, where Pis a projective plane of order n (n ;;;. 3) and Canon-empty closed 
subset of P which is not a Baer subset B. 
We know that a closed subset C of P which is not a Baer subset B (i.e. a closed subset 
B ~ P of P such that every element of P is incident with an element of B) is one of the 
following incidence structures: 
(1) C consists of a non-incident point-line pair (c, L), r lines through c (0,;;; r,;;; n) and 
the r intersection points with L, 
(2) C consists oft+ 1 concurrent lines, their common point c and s points distinct from 
con one of these lines with st = 0 or ste {-s, -t, n 2}, 
(3) Cis a sub plane that is not a Baer sub plane, i.e. whose order n- m satisfies (n- m) 
(n -m +1),;;n, 
A PSP is called a PSPJ, PSP2 or PSP3 according to whether the deleted closed subset 
C of the projective plane P is of type (1), (2) or (3). 
If P is a projective plane of order n, then P is an ellliptic semi-plane of order n. If B 
is a Baer subset of the projective plane P of order n + 1, then P\B is an elliptic semi-plane 
of order n. 
Hithertho only one exceptional elliptic semi-plane has been constructed which can 
not be obtained in this way (see [1]). It is a group divisible design with parameters 
v = b = 45; k = r = 7, A1 = 0 A2 == 1 and each parallel class of points or lines has size 3. 
A semi-plane of order n is called a Dembowski elliptic semi-plane (DESP) of order n 
iff it is a projective plane of order n or if it is obtained from a projective plane of order 
n + 1 by deleting a Baer subset of it. 
We know that a Baer subset B of a projective plane of order n is one of the following 
incidence structures: 
(1) B consists of an incident point-line pair (x, L), the n + 1 lines through x and the 
n + 1 points on L, 
(2) B consists of a non-incident point-line pair (x, L) then+ 1 lines through x and the 
n + 1 points on L, 
(3) B consists of then +Fn+ 1 lines and the n +Fn+ 1 points of a (Baer) subplane 
of order .J~. 
A Dembowski elliptic semi-plane of order n -1 is called a DESP1, DESP2 or DESP3 
according as the deleted Baer subset of the projective plane of order n is of type (1), 
(2) or (3). A projective plane of order n is called a DESP4. 
2. If K = (P, B, I) is an incidence structure and pEP, then KP = (Pp, Bp, Ip) with 
Pp =P\{p }, Bp = {L EB :plL} and lp =In (Pp xBp), is called the residual space (RS) of K 
in p. The RS of Kin a point X;, (where i is an integer) will be denoted by K;. 
3. We define a finite semi-inversive plane S as a set of v elements, called points, of 
which b subsets, called circles or blocks, are distinguished so that the following is satisfied: 
(i) Every three distinct points are incident with at most one circle. 
(ii) Each circle (resp. pair of points) is incident with at least four points (resp. three 
circles). 
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(iii) If (x, L) is an incident point-circle pair and y a point not incident with L, then 
there exists at most one circle which is incident with x and y and which has only 
x in common with L. 
(iv) If (x, L) is an incident point-circle pair andy a point not incident with L, then 
there exists at most one point z on L such that the three points x, y and z are 
not incident with a circle. 
The incidence structure of points and "real circles" of the Euclidean plane is an 
"infinite" model of a semi-inversive plane. 
It is clear that every RS of a finite semi-inversive plane is a finite semi-plane. So an 
RS of a finite semi-inversive plane can be a parabolic semi-plane, a hyperbolic semi-plane 
or an elliptic semi-plane. 
We define a parabolic (resp. hyperbolic and Dembowski elliptic) semi-inversive plane 
PSIP (resp. HSIP and DESIP) as a finite semi-inversive plane for which every RS is a 
parabolic (resp. hyperbolic and Dembowski elliptic) semi-plane. A parabolic-hyperbolic 
(resp. Dembowski elliptic-parabolic and Dembowski elliptic-hyperbolic) semi-inversive 
plane, PHSIP (resp. DEPSIP and DEHSIP), is a finite semi-inversive plane for which 
every RS is a parabolic or a hyperbolic (resp. Dembowski elliptic or parabolic and 
Dembowski elliptic or hyperbolic) semi-plane. A Dembowski semi-inversive plane, DSIP, 
is a finite semi-inversive plane for which every residual space is a Dembowski elliptic 
semi-plane, a parabolic- or hyperbolic semi-plane. 
·The set of all circles of degree i will be denoted by B; and IB;I = b;. 
We shall prove the following classification theorem: The incidence structureS is a DSIP 
if and only if S is one of the following: 
(I) a 3- (n 2 + 1, n + 1, 1) design (n ;;;:. 3) with one of the following set of points and 
lines deleted: 
(Ia) s blocks such that any two of these s blocks have at most one point in common, 
with s ;;;:. 0 (if s = 0 we have the finite inversive planes), 
(Ib) a point u and s* blocks through u (s* = s + (n (n + 1) -s )1h.no n 2 ,;;;; s,;;;; n (n + 1), 
8 denotes the Kronecker symbol) for which the remaining n (n + 1)- s * blocks 
through u have no points but u in common, 
(II) a 3- (8, 4, 1), 3- (22, 6, 1) or 3- (112, 12, 1) design, 
(III) a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design, n E {4, 10}, with one of the following set of points 
and lines deleted: 
(Ilia) a point u and s blocks L1o .. . , L. through it (s;;;:. 0) and k pairwise disjoint 
blocks M1o ... , Mk (k ;;;:. 0) such that M; n Li = 0 for all i, j, 
(IIIb) two points u and v, then+ 1 blocks through u and v, and s1 (resp. s2) blocks 
L 1, ••• , Ls1 (resp. M1. ... , M,J which are incident with u (resp. v) and not 
incident with v (resp. u) such that L;n~=0Vie{1, ... ,sl}, Vje 
{1, ... , s2} with Oo;;;;s1 o;;;;n 2 and Oo;;;;s2 o;;;;n 2 , 
(IIIc) two points u and v, the n 2 blocks of S through u which are not incident with 
v and i blocks through u and v with 0,;;;; i ,;;;; n, 
(IIId) three points and the 3n + 1 blocks that contain at least two of the three points, 
(IIIe) s disjoint blocks with s ;;;:.1, 
(IV) a 3- (22, 6, 1) design minus seven points of a hyperblock and the 35 blocks which 
contain three points of the hyperblock. 
This theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorems 1-3 (see Sections 2, 3, 4 below). 
Assume that x, y, z (resp. L, M, N) are three points (resp. three lines) of a DSIP S, 
then [x, y, z] (resp. [L, M, N]) denotes the number of circles (resp. points) of S which 
are incident with x, y and z (resp. L, M and N); [x, y] (resp. [L, M] denotes the number 
of circles (resp. points) of S which are incident with x andy (resp. L and M). 
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4. In some of the proofs we use the classification theorem of Restricted D 1-spaces 
[ 4 ]. A linear space with v points and b lines is called restricted iff (b-v )2 ~ v. All restricted 
linear spaces were determined by J. Totten [5]. A restricted D1-space is an incidence 
structure J = (P, B, I) for which 
(i) each three elements of P are incident with one element of B, 
(ii) each element of B is incident with at least three elements of P and, 
(iii) each residual space of J is a restricted linear space. 
THEOREM IV. The incidence structureS is a restricted D1-space iff Sis one of the 
following: 
(1) a 3-(n 2 +1, n +1, 1) design, i.e. an inversive plane or order n; 
(2) the 3- (4, 3, 1) design; 
(3) the 3- (8, 4, 1) design minus s points, s E {0, 1}; 
(4) the incidence structure obtained from the 3- (8, 4, 1) design by deleting two points 
X1 and X2 and the three blocks containing them; 
(5) the incidence structure obtained from the 3- (8, 4, 1) design by deleting three points 
x1o X2 and x3 and the seven blocks that contain at least two of the three points: 
(6) the incidence structure obtained from the 3- (8, 4, 1) design by deleting one block 
L, and adjoining (as new blocks) the four point sets of order 3 in L; 
(7) the incidence structure obtained from the 3- (8, 4, 1) design by deleting two disjoint 
blocks L 1 and L 2, and adjoining (as new blocks) the four point sets of order 3 in 
L 1 and the four point sets of order 3 in L 2 ; 
(8) the 3- (22, 6, 1) design minus s points, 0,;;;; s,;;;; 4, not on a common block when s = 4; 
(9) the 3- (22, 6, 1) design minus one block L and four points of L; 
(10) the incidence structure obtained from the 3- (22, 6, 1) design by deleting two points 
x1 and x2, and i blocks L1o L 2, ••• , Li through x1 and x2 , 1,;;;; i,;;;; 5, and adjoining 
(as new blocks) the point sets of order 3 in Li\{xh x2}, j = 1, 2, ... , i; 
(11) a 3- (112, 12, 1) design minus s points 0,;;;; s,;;;; 10, not on a common block when 
s = 10; 
(12) a 3- (112, 12, 1) design minus a block Land 10 points of L; 
(13) the incidence structure obtained from a 3- (112, 12, 1) design by deleting a block 
L, and a subset K c L of order 8 of L, and adjoining (as new blocks) the four 
subsets of order 3 of L \K; 
(14) the incidence structure obtained from a 3- (112, 12, 1) design by deleting one 
block L, and a subset K c L of order 4 of L, and adjoining the 14 blocks of a 
3- (8, 4, 1) design with point set L \K. 
2. DETERMINATION oF THE PSIPs 
1. If r is a parabolic semi-inversive plane, (or PHSIP) then all residuals have the same 
number of points; hence they have the same order n. By definition, this number n is the 
order of r. 
2. A PSIP of order n and point set P has the following properties: 
(2.1) Vx, y, z EP: 3{a, b}c{x, y, z}: [a, b]= n + 1 
~[x, y, z]= 1. 
(2.2) V{a, b }: {a, b} c {x, y, z }: [x, y, z] = 0 
~[a, b]=n. 
3. THEOREM 1. The incidence structure r is a PSIP of order n iff r is one of the 
following: 
(I) a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design, n E {4, 1 0} with one of the following sets of points 
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and blocks deleted: 
(a) one point u and m blocks Lt. ... , Lm through it (m ;;;. 0) and k pairwise disjoint 
blocks Mt. ... , Mk (k ;a.O) such that M; nLi = 0 for all i, j, 
(b) two points u and v, then+ 1 blocks through u and v, and m 1 (resp. m 2) blocks 
Lt. ... , Lm, (resp. Mt. ... , Mm2 ) which are incident with u (resp. v) and not 
incidentwithv (resp. u) such thatL; n~ = 0, Vi e{1, ... , m 1}, Vj e {1, ... , m 2} 
with Oos;m 1 :os;n 2 , O:os;m 2 :os;n 2 , 
(c) three points and the 3n + 1 blocks that contain at least two of the three points, 
(II) a 3- (n 2 + 1, n + 1, 1) design (n ;;;. 3) minus m blocks such that these m blocks have 
at most one point in common and such that every point of Cis incident with at most 
n -1 of them. 
PROOF. By Theorem III, the above incidence structures are clearly PSIPs of order 
n ; henceforth, we call them PSIPs of type Ia, Ib, ic, II. 
Conversely, let r be a PSIP of order n and let us prove that r has one of those types. 
This is an immediate corollary of Lemmas 5-10 below. 
LEMMA 4. Any DSIP f for which an RS is a PSIP or an HSP4 of order n, a DESP1 
or a DESP2 of order n -1 can be embedded in an incidence structure f' in which any 
three points are on a block and any block has at least three points: the points (resp. circles) 
of r are all points (resp. certain blocks) of f', the RSs of f' are obtained from those of r 
by adjoining the ideal lines. 
PROOF. ConsiderS with S = {{x, y} c P: [x, y] = n }. We define the following relation 
- in S: 'V{St, Sz}, {s3, S4} E S: {St, Sz}- {s3, S4} iff {St, Sz} = {s3, S4} or f has no circle 
containing at least three different points of {st. s2 , s3, s4}. Let {st. s2} be in S and let E 
be the parallel class of ft through Sz, together with the point St. Clearly, if {s3, s4}-{st, 
sz}, then {s3, s4} c E. Conversely, if {s3, s4} c E, then {s3, s4} e S and {s3, s4}- {st. s2}, for 
s4 must be on a parallel class of r3. Thus the set of all pairs contained in E is the set of 
pairs-equivalent to {st. s2}; moreover, for each x eE, the set E\{x} is an ideal line in 
fx (provided that E has at least three points). 
Denote by Et. .. . , E; the sets defined by the previous method for all pairs of S. Any 
two of them have at most one common point, for in an RS, parallel classes are pairwise 
disjoint as a consequence, - is an equivalence relation. By definition of-, an Ei intersects 
a block in at most two points. Moreover, any three points St. s2 , s3 that are not on a 
common block are contained in some Ei: indeed Sz and S3 are on a same ideal line of f 1• 
We have thus proved that the incidence structure rt, obtained from r by adjoining 
those sets Et. .. . , E; which have at least three points (as new blocks) satisfies: any three 
distinct points are on a unique block. The lemma follows easily. 
LEMMA 5. r is embeddable in a 3-(n 2 +n +2, n +2, 1) design, n e{4, 10}, minus s 
points, O:os;s :os;n -1 or a 3 -(n 2 + 1, n + 1, 1) design (n ;;;.3). 
PROOF. Let Et. .. . , E; denote the sets defined in Lemma 4, and f 1 the incidence 
structure obtained from r by adjoining the sets Et. .. . , E; (as new blocks) to the block 
set of r. By Lemma 4, any RS of rt, r!, is obtained from fx by adjoining the ideal lines 
of r x to the block set of L, and eventually the singleton {y} iff [x, y] = n and if {{x, 
y}} = Ei. This happens iff r x is a PSP1 with r = n or a PSP2 with s = n -1. 
If fx is a PSP1, then r! is obtained from a projective plane of order n by deleting 
r + 1 points for which r of them are collinear, with 0,;;;; r ,;;;; n. Let 8;i denote the Kronecker 
delta. In this case we have for r!: (v, b, bn+t. b"' bn-1) = (n 2 +n -r, n 2 +n + 1, 
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(n+1-r)(n-1)+80" (n+1-r)+r(n-1)+81" r+82.). We shall denote the incidence 
structure obtained from a PSP1 by !1. 
If fx is a PSP2 with -1:;;;;s:;;;;n-1, then r~ is a projective plane of order n, minus 
s + 1 collinear points. In this case we have for f~: (v, b, bn+ 1bn) = (n 2 +n -s, n 2 +n + 1, 
(n -s)n +8_1., (s + 1)n +805 ). We shall denote this incidence structure obtained from a 
PSP2, with s tc n, by I2. 
If fx is a PSP2 with s =n. Then r~ is an affine plane of order nand (v,b,bn)=(n 2 , 
n 
2 + n, n 2 + n ). We shall denote the affine planes by I3. 
If fx is a PSP3, then r~ is obtained from a projective plane of order n by deleting 
(n-m)2+(n-m)+1 points of a subplane with 6:;;;;(n-m)(n-m+1):;;;;n. In this case 
we have for r!: (v, b, bn+h bno bm) = (m(2n -m + 1), n 2 +n + 1, m[n- (n -m)2], m[(n-
m)2+(n-m)+1], (n-m)2+(n-m+1). We shall denote this incidence structure 
obtained from a PSP3 by I 4. 
Since f 1 has at least n 2 + 1 points, we can discuss the problem by considering the 
following three cases: 
(a) v ;;;on 2+3, (b) v = n 2+2, (c) v = n 2+ 1. 
(a) v;;;;,: n 2 + 3. In this case [x, y ]r' = n + 1 for all {x, y }. Every RS of f 1 is a restricted 
linear space with v points, n 2 + 2:;;;; v :;;;; n 2 + n + 1, and b lines, b = n 2 + n + 1. This implies 
that f 1 is an RD 1 with every RS a projective plane minus s points 0:;;;; s :;;;; n - 1, n ;;;;,: 3. 
By Theorem IV, f 1 is a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design minus s points with 0:;;;; s:;;;; n -1 
and n =4 or 10. 
(b) v = n 2 + 2. We shall prove that f 1 cannot have n 2 + 2 points, in showing that neither 
Il, I2 or I 4 can occur as RS of f 1. First, assume that r~ is an I 4. In this case 
n = (n - m )2 + (n - m) + 1. This implies that n is odd. If L \{x 1} is a line of of degree n + 1 
in r~, and xieL then Lis a .:omplete oval in the projective plane of order n associated 
with r}. This implies that n is even. This contradiction proves that I 4 cannot occur as 
RS of f 1. Assume now that r~ is an I2 with {x2} the unique line of degree 1 in r}. Let 
L1o L 2, .. . ,Ln denote then circles of degree n +2 through x1 and x2. Suppose that 
x3 E L 1 \{xi. x2}. Now, we consider r~. The set L1 \{x3} is a line of degree n + 1 through 
x1 and x2 in r~. The n -1 sets L2, L3, ... , Ln are n -1 complete ovals through x1 and 
x2 in the projective plane associated with r~. This implies that n is even. The sets L1 \{xi. 
x2, x3}, L 2\{xh x2, x3}, ... , Ln \{xi. x2, x3} and {xi. x2} form a partition Clf the point set of 
r~. Let S denote the set of x1o x2 and the n deleted points of the projective plane 
associated with r~. Obviously lSI= n + 2 and every line of rj has an even number of 
points in common with S. Let 8; denote the number of points of an arbitrary line T; of 
f~ in S. We have ~ 8; = (n + 2)(n + 1) and ~ 8;(8; -1) = (n + 2)(n + 1). This implies that 
~ 8;(8;- 2) = 0, thus 8; E {0, 2}. So Sis a complete oval in the projective plane associated 
with rj. This implies that the n deleted points of rj form an n-arc. Since n is even, n 
has to be 2. But this is impossible since I2 is obtained from a PSP2. So I2 cannot occur 
as RS of f 1• 
Thus, every residual space of f 1 is a projective plane of order n minus n points of a 
near-pencil (n;;;;,: 3). So f 1 is an RDl. By Theorem IV, f 1 does not exist. 
This implies that f 1 cannot have n 2 + 2 points. 
(c) v = n 2+ 1. An RS of f 1 is an I1 with r = n, 13, or I4 with m = (n -mf. We shall 
prove that f 1 is a 3- (n 2 + 1, n + 1, 1) design in this case, by showing that every RS of 
f 1 is an 13. First assume that r~ is an I1 with: L\{x1}={x2} the unique line of degree 1 
in rt L1 the unique circle of degree n + 1 through X1 and X2, and L2, ... , Ln the circles 
of degree n + 2 through x1 and x2. Suppose that x3 E L 1 \{xh x2}. The set L1 \{x3} is a line 
of degree n through x1 and x2 in r~. The sets L 2, L 3, ... , Ln are n -1 complete ovals 
through x1 and x2 in the projective plane of order n associated with r~. Let S denote 
the set of the Xt. x2 and then deleted points of r~ which are not incident with L1\{x3}. 
Obviously lSI= n + 2. Since every line of r~ has an even number of points of S, S is an 
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(n + 2)-arc in r~. So, n deleted points of r~ form an n-arc. Since n ~ 4, r~ is neither 11, 
I3 nor !4. This implies that no RS of ri is an fl. Assume now that r~ is an !3. If every 
RS of f I is an I3 then fi is a 3- (n 2 + 1, n + 1, 1) design. Suppose now that there is at 
least one RS of fian !4 (say n). Let LI\{xi}, OI\{xi}, ... , On-I\{xi} denote then circles 
of a parallel class of r~ such that x2 ELI. The set LI \{x2} is a line of degree n in r~. The 
sets 01. 02, ... , On-I are n -1 ovals in r~. Consider an arbitrary circle C of degree 
n + 2 through x2. If X3 e C, then C is a complete oval in the projective plane associated 
with r~. This implies that n is even. So the oval OI of r~ has a nucleus in the projective 
plane associated with n (say ni). We shall prove that ni is the deleted point of LI\{x2} 
in rt Assume that n1. which is the nucleus of 01. is a point of LI\{x2}. In this case [n1, 
x2] = n + 1. One can see that no circle through ni and x2 can have degree n +2. Indeed 
suppose that TI is a circle through n1 and x2 of degree n +2. Since XI e T1. the set T1 is 
a complete oval in rL But IT1 n Oil= 1. This is impossible in rL This implies that every 
circle (L1. T1. T2, ... , Tn) through x2 and ni has at most n + 1 points. 
The RS f~ has two kinds of points. Indeed: if X; is a point of f~ that is not incident 
with a line of degree m in f~, then X; is incident with n + 1 lines of degree n in f~. Let 
us call such a point, a point of type A. Remark that xi is a point of type A. If xi is a 
point Of f~ that is incident With a line of degree m in f~, then Xj is incident with m lines 
of degree n and n- m lines of degree n + 1. Let us call such a point, a point of type B. 
One can easily count that r~ has m(n + 1) points of type B. The line LI\{x2} has m points 
of type B. Thus ni is one of the n- m -1 points of type A on LI \{x2, XI}. Obviously, 
the n -1 nuclei of 01. 0 2, ... , On-I in r~ are all different from the m points of type B 
on LI \{xJ. x2}. Since n -1 > n- m, we know that at least two ovals (say 0 1 and 0 2) have 
the same nucleus on L 1 \{xJ. x2} in the corresponding projective plane (eventually the 
deleted point of LI\{xb x2}). Suppose now that ni=n2ELI\{xJ. x2}. Let TI denote a 
circle of degree n + 1 through ni and x2, with TI # L1. The set TI is an oval in the 
projective plane associated with r~. The nucleus of T1 is the infinite point of 01 and 0 2 
in r~. This is impossible since TI has two points in common with L1 \{x1} in rL So, if 
the oval 0; in the projective plane corresponding with r~ has a nucleus n; that differs 
from the deleted point of L1 \{x2}, then it is different from the other nuclei of the Ois. 
This implies that at least one oval, say 01, has the deleted point of LI \{x2} as nucleus. 
In f~, the oval OI has m (m > 2) tangent lines TI \{x2}, ... , T m-I \{x2}, LI \{x 2} of degree 
n. The sets TI and T2 are ovals in r~ through x2. The nuclei of TI and T2 in r~ (say m1, 
m2) coincide with the "infinite" point of L1\{xi} and 01\{xi} in r~. Thus T1 and T2 have 
exactly one point in common with 0 2, ... , On-1. This implies that the nuclei of 
0 2, ... , On-I in f~ coincide with the nucleus of OI in ri (i.e. the deleted point of LI \{x2} 
in ri). Thus, every oval 01. 0 2, ... , On-I has the deleted point of LI \{x2} in r~ as nucleus 
in n. Now it is clear that every tangent of OI in f~ has degree n -1. Thus n of the 
n + 1 lines in r~ through the deleted point of LI \{x2} are of degree n -1 in f~. This 
contradiction proves that every RS of f 1 is an !3 if f 1 has at least one I3 as RS. 
We shall prove finally that there does not exist a f 1 with every RS an I 4. If, every 
RS of fi would be an I 4, then we have 
b 
_ (n 2+ 1)(n + 1) 
m+1- m + 1 . 
Since _ m = (n -m)2, n = m +.Jm. The condition m + 1[(m2+m +2m.Jm+ 1) x 
(m +.Jm+ 1) implies that m + 1[(-2../m+ 1)../m = .Jm-2m or m + 1[2+../m. This 
contradiction achieves the proof of Lemma 5. 
If C is a parabolic semi-inversive plane that is embeddable in a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) 
design, n E {4, 10}, we call it a PSIP of type I. 
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LEMMA 6. If C is embeddable in a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design, then it has 
n
2 +n +2-s points, with s = 1, 2 or 3. 
PROOF. If v = n 2 + n + 2, then every RS must be a PSP2 with t = 0, s = -1, i.e. a 
projective plane of order n minus one line. So, C is a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design, 
n E {4, 10} minus (n 2 + n + 2)/(n + 2) disjoint blocks. But this divisibility condition is 
never satisfied. 
Assume now that C is a PSIP of type I with n 2 + n + 2- s points with n + 1 ;;;;. s ;;;;. 4, 
then every 1-RS of C is a projective plane of order n minus a non-Baer subplane. 
Indeed if C has at least one RS which is a projective plane of order n minus s collinear 
points, then Cis embeddable in a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design minus s collinear points. 
If x is a point of the 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design which is not collinear with the deleted 
points then the residual space of C in x is embeddable in a projective plane of order n 
minus an s-arc by adjoining "some" lines. This is impossible in any PSP with at most 
2 3 . n +n- pomts. 
Assume that C has at least one RS which is a projective plane minus s points of a 
near-pencil. In this case C is a 3-(n 2 +n +2, n +2, 1) design minus s non-collinear 
points Xt. x2 , ••• , x. such that s -1 of them are collinear, say Xt. x2 , ••• , Xs-t. and minus 
"some" blocks. If x is not collinear with s -1 points of {xt. x2 , ••• , x,} (x exists always 
since n E {4, 10} and s ;;:.4), then C is embeddable in a projective plane minus x1 and 
the (s -1)-arc {x2, ••• , x,} with {x 1, ••• , x,} different from a near pencil if s = 4. This is 
impossible in any PSP with at most n 2 + n - 3 points. Thus, if C is a PSIP of type I with 
at most n 2 + n - 2 points, then every RS of C is a projective plane of order n minus a 
non-Baer subplane of order n- m. Since n E {4, 10} and (n- m )(n- m + 1),;; n, we know 
that n = 10 and m = 8, in this case: b11 = (10 5. 8. 7 /ll)eN. Thus, there exists no PSIP 
of type I with n 2 + n + 2- s points with n + 1 ;;;;. s ;;;;. 4. This proves Lemma 6. 
LEMMA7. Iffisembeddableina 3-(n 2 +n+2,n+2, 1)design,ne{4, 10},and 
has n 2 + n + 1 points, then it is a PSIP of type I a. 
PROOF. Every RS of r, f;, is a projective plane of order n minus one point and si 
lines through the deleted point with 0,;; si,;; n + 1, or a projective plane of order n minus 
one point and a line with which it is not incident. Since r is embeddable in a 3 - (n 2 + n + 2, 
n +2, 1) design the statement is clear. 
LEMMA 8. If r is embeddable in a 3-(n 2 +n +2, n +2, 1) design, n e{4, 10} and 
has n 2 + n points, then it is a PSIP of type lb. 
PROOF. Every RS of r is a projective plane of order n minus two points u, v, minus 
the line through u and v and t lines through u (resp. v) which are not incident with v 
(resp. u), with O=o;;t=o;;n. This proves Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 9. If r is embeddable in a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design, n e {4, 10} and 
has n 2 + n -1 points, then it is a PSIP of type Ic. 
PROOF. This is clear, when one considers the possible RSs of r. 
LEMMA 10. If r is embeddable in a 3- (n 2 + 1, n + 1, 1) design, then it is a PSIP of 
type II. 
PROOF. This is trivial when one considers the RSs. Indeed every RS of r is a PSP2 
with te{-1, n} and s =n. 
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3. DETERMINATION OF mE PHSIPs 
THEOREM 2. The incidence structure S is a PHSIP which is not PSIP iff S is one of 
the following: 
(I) The incidence structure obtained from a 3 - (n 2 + 1, n + 1, 1) design (n ~ 4) by 
deleting one point u and n 2 blocks through u, such that the n remaining blocks 
through u constitute a partition of S\{u}, 
(II) the incidence structure obtained from a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design (n E {4, 10}) 
by deleting two points u, v the n 2 blocks of S through u which are not incident with 
v and i blocks through u and v with 0:,;;;; i :,;;;; n. 
PROOF. Clearly, the described incidence structures are PHSIPs, we call them PHSIPs 
of types I and II below. 
Conversely, letS be a PHSIP which is not a PSIP and let us prove that S has one of 
these types. This is an immediate corollary of Lemmas 11-14 below. 
LEMMA 11. S has at least one HSP 1 of order n as RS iff S is a PH SIP of type II. 
PROOF. It is clear that the described incidence structure is a PHSIP with at least one 
HSP1 of order n as RS. 
Assume that S is a PHSIP with at least one HSP1 of order n as RS. In this case 
v = n 
2 + n. The only non-elliptic SPs with n 2 + n -1 points are the HSPs of order n, the 
PSP1s with r = 1 of order n and the PSP2s of order n with s = 1. Since every PSP1 with 
r = 1 is a PSP2 with s = t = 1, we may suppose that S has "a" HSP1s and "n 2 + n- a" 
PSP2s as RSs. We have that 
b =an(n-1)+n(n-1)(n 2 +n-a) n 2(n+1)(n-1) 
n+2 n+2 n+2 . 
This divisibility condition implies that n E {4, 10}. Since bn = a/n, we haven Ia. 
Assume that the RS S1 is an HSP1 with L\{xl} (L={xi. x2, X3, ... ,xn}) the unique 
line of degree n -1 in S 1. So S; with i E {2, 3, ... , n }, is an HSP1 with L \{x;} as unique 
line of degree n -1. This implies that the a/n circles of degree n form a partition of 
the set of points where the RS of S is an HSPl. 
Assume that the RS Sv is a PSP2 with 0\{xv}, ( 0 = {xv, Xv-lo Xv-2• ... , Xv-n+l}), the 
unique ideal line of degree n -1 in Sv. So S; with i E {v -1, ... , v- n + 1}, is a ,PSP2 with 
0\{x;} as unique ideal line of degree n -1 in S;. Let 01o 0 2 , ••• , O(n2+n-a)fn denote the 
(n 2 +n -a)/n sets each containing n points where the RS of S is a PSP2, such that 
0; \{z} is the unique ideal line of degree n -1 in Sz for every z of 0; with i E {1, 
2, ... , (n 2 +n -a)/n}. It is clear that {01o 0 2 , ••• , O(n2+n-a)/n} is a partition of the set 
of points of S where the RS is a PSP2. Consider the incidence structure T obtained 
from S by deleting the a/n blocks L1o .. . , La;n of degree n of S. It is clear that Tis an 
HPSIP with every RS a PSP2. At least a RSs of T are PSP2s with t = n. The point sets 
of the deleted circles of degree n of S form now a/ n sets 0 j, j E { 1, ... , a/ n }, of order 
n in T, each containing n points for which the RS of T is a PSP2 with Oj \{z} the unique 
ideal line of degree n -1 in Tz for every z of Of, By Theorem 1_ we know that Tis 
obtained from a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design n E {4, 10} by deleting two points u and 
v, and by deleting then+ 1 blocks through u and v and m1 (resp. m2) blocks L1o .. . , Lm, 
(resp. M1. ... , Mm2 ) which are incident with u (resp. v) but not with v (resp. u ), for 
which L; 11 Mi = l/J. The n + 1 deleted blocks through u and v are necessarily the sets 
0 1n{v, u}, ... , O(n2+n-al!n n{u, v }, Of u{u, v }, ... , 0!1n u{u, v }. So Sis obtained from 
a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design, n E {4, 10}, by deleting two points u, v, n + 1-a/n 
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blocks through u and v and m1 (resp. m2) blocks through u (resp. v) which are not 
incident with v (resp. u). If x is a point of Son a block 0 of degree n (0 exists!), then 
the n blocks of the corresponding 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design which are incident with 
u and x but not with v, are deleted. So, the n 2 points of the 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) 
design which are not incident with 0 are incident with at least one deleted block through 
u and x. This implies that m2==0. Now it is clear that m1==n 2, since every point of 0 
is incident with n deleted blocks of the corresponding 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design. 
This implies also that an RS of S is an HSP1 or a PSP2 with t = n. 
LEMMA 12. There are no PHSIPs with at least one HSP2 as RS. 
PROOF. Assume that Sis a PHSIP with at least one HSP2 of order n as RS. In this 
case v == n 
2 + 2. The only non-elliptic SPs with n 2 + 1 points are the HSP2s of order n, 
the PSP1s of order n with r = n -1, the PSP2s of order n with s = n -1 and the PSP3s 
with (n- m )(n- m + 1) == n -1. Let "a" denote the number of HSP2s in the set of RSs 
of S. We know that 1,;;; a. If S1 is an HSP2 with x2 the unique point of degree n -1 in 
S1o then S2 is an HSP2 with x1 the unique point of degree n -1 in S2. This implies that 
"a" is even. Suppose that x3 (~x2) is a point on the unique ideal line, O\{x1}, of degree 
n + 1 in S1 and that L1o .. . , Ln-1 are the unique circles of degree n + 2 through X1 and 
X2 Consider the RS s3. If s3 is an HSP2 then neither X1 nor X2 is the unique point of 
degree n -1 in s3 (say X4). The sets Llo . .. , Ln-1 are sets of degree n + 2 in s3 such that 
a line of S3 never meets one of them in more than two points. We know that O\{x3} is 
an ideal liQ.e of degree n + 1 in S3. This implies that S3 is an HSP2. It is clear that x4 
does not belong to L1o . .. , Ln-1 in S3. The set of the n ideal points of S3 is disjoint with 
L1 u · · · uLn-1. Since O\{x3} has two points in common with L1o .. . , Ln-1. we know 
that L1o L 2, ... , Ln-1 are complete ovals in the projective plane P(2, n) corresponding 
with S3. So n is even. Let A denote the set of all ideal points in S3. We know that the 
point set of the P(2,n) corresponding with S3 is L 1uL2u · · · uLn-1u(O\{x3})uA. 
Since n ;;;.;4, we can assume that x 5 is a point of 0\{xlo x2, x3, x4}. Any line F of S3 
through Xs has degree n and contains n -1 points of L1 u · · · uLn. This implies that 
n - 1 is even. This contradiction proves the statement in Lemma 12. 
LEMMA 13. There are no PHSIPs with at least one HSP3 or at least one HSP5 as RS. 
PROOF. Assume that S is a PHSIP with at least one HSP3 of order n, or at least 
one HSPS of order n as RS. In this case v = n 2 + 1, and an RS of S is one of the following: 
an HSP3 of order n, an HSPS of order n, a PSP1 of order n with r = n, a PSP2 of order 
n with s = n or a PSP3 or order n with (n- m) (n- m + 1) = n. 
If S1 is an HSP3 or an HSPS, then there is a unique point x3 of degree n -1 in Si. 
Furthermore, S3 is an HSP3 or an HSPS with x1 the unique point of degree n -1 in S3. 
If A denotes the set of points of S where the RS is hyperbolic, then lA I is even. Let A* 
denote the set of IAI/2 pairs {x, y} of A for which [x, y] = n -1. Assume that {x, y} and 
{z, t} belong to A* (or lA I> 2). 
Let 0\{x} (resp. Q\{z }) denote the unique ideal line of degree n through y (resp. t) 
in Sx (resp. Sz). We shall now prove that IOn Ol,;;; 1. Note that the RS of Sin an arbitrary 
point of 0\{x, y} is a hyperbolic SP or a PSP2, since it has at least one ideal line of 
degree n. Suppose that {glo g2} c 0 n Q, thus {glo g2} ~ {x, y }. So g2 belongs to the ideal 
lines O\{g1} and Q\{g1} of degree n in Sg,· This is impossible, since none of the possible 
RSs has at least one point belonging to at least two ideal lines of degree n. Moreover, 
if g E 0 n Q, then Sg is a PSP2 because of the existence of at least two ideal lines of 
degree n in Sg. Let 01o ... , o. denote the sets of degree n + 1 determined by the IAI/2 
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elements {x, y} of A*, for which the set Oi \{x} is the ideal line of degree n in Sx. So 
1 ::;;;s ::;;;IAI/2. 
The only RSs of S with at least one block of degree n - 1 are the HSPSs. Suppose 
that S1 is an HSPS with L1\{x1} the unique line of degree n -1 in S1. If X; EL1\{x1}, then 
S; is an HSPS with L1 \{x;} the unique line of degree n -1. So the bn blocks of degree n 
of S are disjoint subsets of A consisting of n points xi for which Si is an HSPS. 
Let I denote the incidence structure obtained from S by deleting the bn blocks of 
degree n and adjoining the s sets 01. 0 2, ... , 0 5 • We shall prove now that I is a PHSIP 
with every RS a PSP and at least two PSP1s of order n with n = r. 
Therefore, we shall prove that every subset of order 3, {t1. t2, t3}, of a set 0;, i e {1, 
2, ... , s }, is not incident with a circle of S ([t1. t2, t3]s = 0). Assume that {x1. x2} is a pair 
of A* for which {x1. x2} c 0;. If l{xl. x2} n {t1. t2, t3}1 ;::.1, then we can assume that X1 = t1. 
In this case [x 1. t2, t3]s = [t 1. t2, t3]s = 0. If {x 1. x2} n {t 1. t2, t3} = 0, then [x1, t2, t3Js = 0 
and [x1. t1. t2]s = 0. Since S12 is an HSP3, a PSP2 or an HSPS, x1 is incident with at most 
one ideal line of degree m, m;;;:. 2. Thus [t2, t1. t3]s = 0. 
This implies that every triad {x1. x2, x3} of S for which [x1. x2, x3]s = 1 satisfies [x1. 
X2, X3)1::;;; 1. 
If 0; # oj, then IO; n Oil::;;; 1. Thus [xl. X2, X3]s = 0 implies that [xl. X2, X3]I::;;; 1. 
This proves that every three distinct points of I are inddent with at most one circle 
off. 
Now, we shall prove that every RS of I is a PSP. Assume that x; is a point of S. 
If S; is a PSP1 or a PSP3, then I; is the same incidence structure asS;. 
If S; is a PSP2 with t ideal lines of degree n, then I; is obtained from S; by adjoining 
the S; disjoint sets Oj\{x;},j E {1, 2, ... , s;}, forwhichx; E oj, (say 01. 02, ... , Os,), 0::;;; S;::;;; s. 
It is clear that the sets 01 \{x;}, ... , Os, \{x;} of degree n are s; ideal lines of S;. Thus I; is 
a PSP2 with t - s; ideal lines. 
If S; is an HSP3, then I; is obtained from S; by adjoining the unique ideal line of degree 
n to S;. Thus, I; is a PSP1 with r = n. 
If S; is an HSPS, then I; is obtained from S; by deleting the unique line of degree n -1 
of S; and adjoining the unique ideal line of degree n of S;. Thus I; is a PSP1 with r = n. 
Since lA I;;;:. 2, I is a PSIP with at least two PSP1s with r = n. By Theorem 1, I cannot 
exist. This implies that S does not exist. 
LEMMA 14. S has at least one HSP4 of order n as RS iff it is a PHSIP of type I. 
PROOF. It is clear that the described incidence structure is a PHSIP of order n, with 
n 
2 HSP4s as RSs. 
Suppose that S is a PHSIP with at least one HSP4 of order n as RS. The only 
non-elliptic semi-planes with n 2-1 points are the HSP4s. 
If the circle L \{x} is the unique line of degree n -1 in Sx, then L is called an axis of 
S. Obviously, every point of S is incident with exactly one axis; S has n axes of degree 
n. Let L1. L 2, ... , Ln denote then axes of S. We call two points x, y adjacent iff S has 
exactly one axis Lio j E {1, 2, ... , n }, for which {x, y} c Li. 
Let A denote the set of pairs of points {x, y }, for which x and y are non-adjacent. 
Clearly, if {x, y} E A, then [x, y] = n. Thus 
lA I= n2.n.;n -1). 
Consider the equivalence relation - in A defined in Lemma 4. The number of equivalence 
classes is n 2 since every equivalence class has n (n -1)/2 elements. Let S' denote the 
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incidence structure obtained from S as described in Lemma 4. Let I denote the incidence 
structure obtained from S' by adjoining one new point u, such that u belongs to the n 
axes and then 2 new blocks of S'. It follows easily that I is a 3- (n 2 + 1, n + 1, 1) design. 
4. DETERMINATION oF THE DSIPs 
THEOREM 3. The incidence structure Sis a DSIP of order n which is not a PSIP or 
PHSIP iff S is one of the following: 
(I) Sis obtained from a 3- ((n + 1)2 + 1, n + 2, 1) design D, n ~ 2, by deleting one of 
the following sets of points and blocks: 
(Ia) s blocks Lt. ... , L., for which: (i) at least one point of Dis incident with n + 1 
blocks of {L1, ... , L.}, (ii) IL; n Lil :s;; 1, Vi, j E {1, ... , s} and i ¥- j. This is only 
possible when n + 1 :s;; s :s;; n 2 + n + 1, 
(Ib) a point u and s* blocks Lt. ... ,L.• through u (s* =s +((n +2)(n + 1)-s)ch,no 
(n + 1)2 + 1 :s;; s :s;; (n + 2)(n + 1)) for which the remaining (n + 2)(n +t)- s * 
blocks Ls•+t. ... , L(n+l)(n+2l through u satisfy L; n Li = {u }, Vi, j E 
{s* + 1, ... , (n + 1)(n + 2)}, 
(II) Sis obtained from the 3- (22, 6, 1) design by deleting seven points of a hyperblock 
and the 35 blocks which contain three points of the hyperblock, 
(III) S is obtained from a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design, n E {2, 4, 10}, by deleting 
m (1- 82,n) disjoint blocks, m ~ 0. 
PROOF. Clearly, the described incidence structures are DSIPs, we call them DSIPs 
of types Ia, lb, II, III below. 
Conversely, letS be a DSIP of order n and let us prove that S has one of these types. 
This is an immediate corollary of Lemmas 15-18 below. 
LEMMA 15. The incidence structureS is a DSIP with at least one DESP1 of order n 
as RS iff S has type I a. 
PROOF. It is clear that the described incidence structure is a DSIP with at least one 
DESP1 as RS. 
Assume that S is a DSIP with at least one DESP1 of order n as RS (say S1). Thus, 
S has (n + 1)2 + 1 points. Every RS of S has (n + 1)2 points, and at least one point (x 1) 
that is incident with n + 1 lines of degree n + 1. So, every RS of S is a DESP1 of order 
n, a PSP2 of order n + 1 with s = n + 1, an HSP3 of order n + 1 or an HSP5 of order n + 1. 
We shall prove that S has no HSP3s and no HSP5s as RSs. Assume that S2 is an 
HSP3 or an HSP5 with x3 the unique point which is incident with n lines of degree n + 2 
in S2. Obviously, S3 is an HSP3 or an HSP5 of order n + 1 with x2 the unique" point 
which is incident with n lines of degree n + 2 (let us denote these lines by 0 1 \{x 3}, 
02\{xJ}, ... , On \{x3}). Since Xl is incident with n + 1 lines of degree n + 1 in s2, Xl and 
X3 belong to the unique ideal line of degree n + 1 in s2. Clearly, X2 and X3 belong to the 
same ideal line in S1 (say L 1). Then sets Ot. 0 2, ... , On are sets of order n +3 in S1 
through X2 and XJ. No line of sl contains more than two points of oj, Vj E {1, 2, ... , n }. 
We shall prove now that no ideal line of S1 contains more than two points of Oi> 
Vj E {1, 2, ... , n}. Assume that 01 has three points x, y and z which are on the same 
ideal line of S1. Thus [x, y, x1J = 0, [x, z, xd = 0. (The RSs are SPs and in an SP parallelism 
is transitive, thus y, z are on a same ideal line of Sx.) Thus, [y, z, x] = 0. This is impossible 
since {x, y, z} c 01. This contradiction proves that every ideal line of S1 contains at most 
two points of oj,j E {1, 2, ... , n }. Thus, Ot, 02, ... , On are complete ovals in the projective 
plane of order n + 1 corresponding with S1. So, n + 1 is even. Obviously, {01\{x2, 
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x3}, ... , On \{x2, x3}, Lt} is a partition of the point set of St. If L is a line of St which is 
not incident with x2 and not incident with x3, then IL n (L1 \{x2, x3})1 = 1. The line L has 
an even number of points in common with 0 1 u 0 2 u ... u On. Thus, iLl= n + 1 is odd. 
This contradiction proves that no RS of Sis an HSP3 or an HSPS. 
Thus, every RS of S, S;, is an affine plane of order n + 1 minus t; lines of a parallel 
class with 0 :s;; t; :s;; n + 1. At least one RS of S has t; = n + 1 (say t1 = n + 1). 
By Lemma 4, S can be embedded in an incidence structureS' in which any three points 
are on a block and any block has at least three points. Let s denote the number of new 
blocks of S', clearly, 
i E {1, ... , (n + 1)2 + 1}, and t; :s;; n + 1. 
One can easily prove that I. t; < ((n + 1)2 + 1)(n + 1), thus s :s;; n 2 + n + 1. Here, S' is a 
3- ((n + 1)2 + 1, n + 2, 1) design (i.e. an inversive plane of order n + 1) and the lemma 
follows immediately. 
LEMMA 16. The incidence structure S is a DSIP with at least one DESP2 of order n 
as RS, iff S has type lb. 
PROOF. Clearly, there exist at least n + 1 points Xt. x2, ••• , Xn+l for which the n + 2 
circles through u and x;(i E {1, 2, ... , n + 1}) are deleted from the design D. Thus, S;(i E {1, 
2, ... , n + 1}) is a DESP2 of order n. So, the described incidence structure is a DSIP 
with at least n + 1 DESP2s as RSs. 
Assume that S is a DSIP with at least one DESP2 of order n as RS (say S1), then 
every RS of S has (n + 1)2 -1 points, and at least one point (x1) which is incident with 
n + 1 lines of degree n + 1. So, every RS of S is a DESP2 of order n, or an HSP4 of 
order n + 1. 
Suppose that S has m HSP4s as RSs (St. ... , Sm). Obviously, every point xi(j E {1, 
2, ... , m}) is incident with exactly one block of degree n + 1. Otherwise, the RS of Sin 
a point of a block of degree n + 1 is an HSP4. Let Lt. ••• , L; denote the i blocks of 
degree n + 1 inS, then i = m/n + 1. 
Let S 1 denote the incidence structure obtained from S by deleting the m/n + 1 blocks 
of degree n + 1 of S. 
Clearly S 1 is a DSIP and every RS of S 1 is a DESP2 of order n. We shall prove that 
S1 is obtained from a 3- ((n + 1)2 + 1, n + 2, 1) design by deleting a point u and the 
(n + 2)(n + 1) blocks through u. 
By Lemma 4, S 1 can be embedded in an incidence structure S 2 in which any three 
points are on a block and any block has at least three points, the RSs of S 2 are obtained 
from those of S 1 by adjoining the ideal lines. Clearly, S 2 has (n + 1)(n + 2) new blocks 
of degree n + 1. 
Let S 3 denote the incidence structure obtained from S2 by adjoining a new point u 
to the point set of S 2 , which is incident with the (n + 1)(n + 2) blocks of degree n + 1 of 
S 2 • One can easily prove now that S 3 is a 3 - ( (n + 1 )2 + 1, n + 2, 1) design. Thus, S 2 is 
obtained from a 3- ((n + 1)2 + 1, n + 2, 1) design S 3 by deleting a point u and the 
(n + 2)(n + 1) blocks of S 3 through u. So, S is obtained from a 3- ((n + 1)2 + 1, n + 2, 
1) design S 3 by deleting a point u and (n +2)(n + 1)- m/(n + 1) remaining blocks through 
u (say E(m+n+l)/(n+lh ... , E(n+2Hn+l)) such that the m/(n + 1) remaining blocks through 
u (say Et. .. . , Em/n+t) are disjoint blocks in S 3 and 0 :s;; m/(n + 1) :s;; n. This implies that 
(n + 1)2 + 1 :s;; (n + 2). (n + 1)- m/(n + 1) :s;; (n + 2)(n + 1). This proves Lemma 16. Remark 
that n ;;.3 if s = (n +2)(n + 1)-m/(n +1)<(n +2)(n +1). 
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A set X of seven points of the 3- (22, 6, 1) design (Lzz), which has no more than 
three points in common with any block of the 3- (22, 6, 1) design is called a hyperblock 
of the 3- (22, 6, 1) design. 
Liineburg [3] has proved that the setwise stabilizer of the Mathieu group Mzz for a 
hyperblock X of L 22 is isomorphic with Alt (7) acting as a 2-transitive permutation 
group on the 15 points of L 22\X. 
Assume that X= {Xt. x2, x3, ... , x7} is a hyperblock of the 3- (22, 6, 1) design L 22. 
Obviously, the X\{xi} (j E {1, 2, ... , 7}) is a complete oval in the RS (Lzz)i. This implies 
that no block of L 22 contains two points of X. The number of blocks which intersect X 
in three points is given by a)= 35. The number of blocks which interset X in one point 
is given by 7. (21-15) = 42. Since Lzz has, 77 blocks, we have IL nXI E {1, 3} with L a 
block of L22· 
Obviously, the set X with its induced set of lines forms a 2- (7, 3, 1) design in every 
RS (L22)i with j E {8, 9, ... , 22}. 
LEMMA 17. The incidence structure S is a DSIP with at least one DESP3 of order n 
as RS iff n = 3 and S has type II. 
PROOF. Clearly, the described incidence structure is a DSIP with 15 DESP3s of order 
3 as RSs. 
Assume that S is a DSIP with at least one DESP3 of order n as RS (say S1). In this 
case, every RS has at least one point (xt) which is incident with n + 1 lines of degree 
n + 1, and (n + 1)2- .J n + 1 + 1 points. Thus, every RS of S is a DESP3 of order n. 
This implies that 
b 
_ ((n + 1)2 - .J;;-+1 + 1)((n + 1)2- .J;;-+1) 
n+2- n+2 . 
Thus, n +21(2 -.Jn + 1)(1-.Jn + 1) = n + 1- 3.Jn + 1 +2. So n +211-3.Jn + 1. If 
s 2 = n + 1, then s2 + 1l3s -1; this is only possible for s = 2. Hence we have n = 3. So 
every RS of S is obtained from a projective plane of order 4 by deleting the seven points 
and the seven lines of a Fano configuration. 
Now, we consider the set A which contains all point pairs {x, y} of S with x ¥- y. 
Clearly, every point pair {x, y} of S, determines a unique point z for which [x, y, z ]s = 0. 
Let F denote the set of all triads {x, y, z} for which [x, y, z ]s = 0. Clearly IFI = 
15. 14/3. 2 = 35. Let Lt. L 2, ... , L3s denote the 35 elements of F. 
Now, we define the folllowing relation- in B 5 : 'VKt. KzEB5 : Kt-Kz iff Kt =Kz or 
IKtnK2I=l. 
Obviously, this relation - in B'5 is reflexive and symmetric. We shall prove now that 
-is transitive too. Assume thatKt.K2,K3EB5,K1 - K 2 andK2 -K3. If i{K1.K2, K3}1,;;; 2, 
then K 1 -K3. Suppose now that i{Kt. K2, K3}j=3. Let (Kt-K2)x denote that {x}= 
K1 nK2. Assume that (Kt-Kz)x and (K2-K3)y. This implies that x ¥- y. Indeed K2\{x} 
is disjoint with exactly one line of degree 4 in Sx. We shall prove now that the set Kt is 
an oval in Sy with the ideal point of the line Kz\{y} as nucleus. The set Kt has with every 
line of Sy at most two points in common. Since every ideal line of Sy has order 2, the 
set K 1 is a 5-arc in the projective plane of order 4 corresponding with Sy. So the nucleus 
of K 1 in the projective plane, P(2, 4), corresponding with Sy is a point of K2\{x, y) or 
the ideal point of K 2\{x, y }. If the nucleus of Kt is a point of Kz\{x, y }, say k, then S 
has four circles of degree 5 which are incident withy and which are equivalent with Kt. 
If the nucleus of K 1 is the ideal point of K 2\{x, y} in P(2, 4), then S has two circles of 
degree 5 which are incident withy and which are equivalent to K 1• 
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If x; e K 1. i e.{6, 7, ... , 15}, then the set K 1 is an oval in the projective plane correspond-
ing with S; and the nucleus of K 1 is a point or an ideal point of S;. Assume that S has 
"a" RSs, S;, for which K 1 is an oval with a point of S; as nucleus. This implies that S 
has "1 0-a" RSs, Si> for which K 1 is an oval with an ideal point of Si as nucleus. Since 
K 1 is equivalent to five circles of S, we have 5=[a.4+(10-a)2]/4. This implies that 
a = 0. So, if K 1 is an oval in the RS S;, its nucleus is an ideal point of S;. 
Thus, K 1 is an oval in the projective plane corresponding with Sy and its nucleus is 
the ideal point on K 2 \{y }. Since K 3 \{y} is disjoint with Kz\{y }, we have IK1 nKzl = 1. 
This implies that the relation- is an equivalence relation. 
Since IBsl = 42, and each equivalence class has six elements, the relation- has seven 
equivalence classes. Let E1, Ez, .. . , E1 denote the seven equivalence classes of the 
relation- in B s· 
Suppose that K e E; (i e {1, ... , 7}) and LieF (j e {1, 2, 3, ... , 35}). We call the triad 
Li (resp. the equivalence class EJ associated with the equivalence class E; (resp. the triad 
Li) iff Li has exactly one point in common with every element of E;. 
Since every RS of S has seven ideal points, the relation - has seven equivalence 
classes, every ideal point in S;(i e {1, 2, ... , 15}) determines exactly one equivalence class 
and every equivalence class determines exactly one ideal point in S;, we may identify 
the ideal points of S; with the equivalence classes of-. 
Now we shall prove that a triad {x, y, z} is associated with an equivalence class E; iff 
{x, y, z} has exactly one point in common with at least one element of E;. Suppose that 
{K1. K 2}cE;, K 1nK2 ={t} andK1n{x, y, z}={x}. If te{x, y, z}, thenK1\{t}, Kz\{t} and 
{x, y, z }\{t} are disjoint sets in S1• This implies that {x, y, z} nK2 = {t}. If te {x, y, z }, then 
K 2 is an oval in the projective plane corresponding with Sx, and the ideal point of Sx 
which contains K1 \{x} is the nucleus of Kz. Thus IKz n {y, z }I= 1, since this ideal point 
belongs to the line {y, z} in the projective plane corresponding with Sx. 
If K e E;, then E; is associated with three triads of F in every point of K. Thus, E; is 
associated with 15 triads of F. 
Otherwise, we can prove that every triad is associated with exactly three equivalence 
classes of the relation-. The triad {x, y, z} is associated with at least three equivalence 
classes, indeed there are six lines in Sx which are disjoint with {y, z} (say K1. K 2 , •• • , K 6). 
The line K 1 is an element of an equivalence class (say E1) which contains a second 
element through x which is disjoint with {y, z }. So K1. Kz, .. . , K6 determine three 
equivalence classes which are associated with {x, y, z} (say E1. E 2, £3). Otherwise, if 
an equivalence class Ei is associated with {x, y, z }, then the two elements of Ei through 
x have exactly one point in common with {x, y, z }. Thus, every triad is associated with 
three equivalence classes. 
Thus, the equivalence class E; is associated with the triad {x, y, z} iff the ideal point 
of Sx (resp. Sy, or Sz) determined byE; is incident with the ideal line yz (resp. xz, or 
xy) in the projective plane corresponding with Sx (resp. Sy or Sz ). Let f(L) = {f;{x, y, z }, 
i e {1, 2, 3}} denote the set of the three equivalence classes with which the triad L = {x, 
y, z} is associated. 
Let S 1 denote the incidence structure obtained from S by adjoining the seven 
equivalence classes E1, E 2, ••• , E1 (as new points) to the point set of S, the 35 blocks 
L 1 u f(L 1), ••• , L15 u f(L 35 ) (as new blocks) to the block set of S such that an equivalence 
class E; is incident with its elements and with the triads which are associated with E;. 
We shall prove now that S 1 is a 3- (22, 6, 1) design. Therefore, we just need to prove 
that every three points x, y, z of S 1 are incident with exactly one block of S 1. If at least 
one of the points of {x, y, z} (say x) is a point of S, then S! is obtained from Sx by 
adjoining the seven ideal points and the seven ideal lines of Sx. Obviously Sx is a projective 
plane of order 4. So any two points of Sx are incident with exactly one line of S!. If x, 
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y and z are three equivalence classes (say E;, Ei, Ek), then we can prove that [x, y, 
z ]5 1,;;; 1. Let f(F) denote the set of all triads {E;, Ei> Ek} consisting of three different 
equivalence classes. Then f can be considered as a relation between F and f(F). We 
have IFI = 35 = lf(F)I, and every element of F, {x, y, z }, determines exactly one triad 
f({x, y, z }). So, iff is an injection, then f is a bijection. So, suppose that [E;, Ei> Ek]s 1 ;;:.1, 
say {E;, Ei> Ek} = f({x, y, z} with {x, y, z} E F. Thus, the ideal points of Sx corresponding 
with £;, Ei and Ek are incident with the ideal line yz of Sx in the projective plane 
corresponding with Sx. Suppose that te {x, y, z }. We shall prove that the ideal points 
corresponding withE;, Ei andEk in S1 are non-collinear in the projective plane correspond-
ing with Sr. Let Ct\{x}, ... , C4\{x} denote the four lines of degree 4 through z in Sx. 
Suppose that t E C1. The set C1 \{t} is a line of degree 4 through x and z in Sr. The sets 
C2, c3 and c4 are ovals in the projective plane corresponding with Sr. through X and z. 
Clearly, C1o C2, C3 and C4 belong to four different equivalence classes which are different 
from E;, Ej andEk. Suppose that cl EEh C2EE2, C3EE3 and C4EE4. Then the nucleus 
of the oval C2 (resp. C3 or C4) in the projective plane corresponding with Sr (P(2, 4)) 
is the ideal point of Sr corresponding with E2 (resp. £3 or £4). Let n2 (resp. n3 or n4) 
denote the nucleus of C2 (resp. C3 or C4) in Sr. Let n1 denote the ideal point of Sr 
corresponding with £ 1. The sets C2 u{n2}, C3 u{n3} and C4 u{n4} are complete ovals in 
the projective plane P(2, 4) corresponding with S,. If ns, n6 and n1 denote the three 
ideal points of S1 corresponding withE;, Ei and Ek, then the set {x, y, z, n 5 , n6 , n7} is a 
set of six points which has an even number of points in common with an arbitrary line 
of P(2, 4). Thus, the set {x, y, z, n 5 , n6, n7} is a complete oval in P(2, 4). So, n 5 , n6 and 
n1 are not collinear in P(2, 4). Thus [E;, Ei> Ek]st = 1. This also implies that every three 
equivalence classes of S are incident with exactly one block in S1. Thus S 1 is the 
3- (22, 6, 1) design. So, S is the incidence structure obtained from the 3- (22, 6, 1) 
design by deleting seven points of a hyperblock and the 35 blocks which contain three 
points of the hyperblock. This proves Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 18. The incidence structureS is a DSIP with at least one DESP4 or order n 
as RS iff S has type III. 
PROOF. Clearly, the described incidence structure is a DSIP with at least one DESP4 
asRS. 
Assume that S is a DSIP with at least one DESP4 of order n as RS (say S1). In this 
case every RS of S has n 2 + n + 1 points and at least one point which is incident with 
n + 1 lines of degree n + 1. This implies that every RS of S is DESP4 of order n, or a 
PSP2 of order n with s = -1 and t = 0. If every RS of S is a DESP4 of order n, then S 
is a 3-(n 2 +n +2, n +2, 1) design (n e{4, 10}). 
Suppose that S has at least one PSP2 of order n with s = -1 and t = 0 as RS 
(say S2). Assume that L \{x2} = {x3, X4, ••• 'Xn+3} is the unique ideal line in s2. Clearly 
S1(i E {3, 4, ... , n + 3}) is a PSP2 with L \{xr} the unique ideal line of degree n + 1 inS;. If 
"a" denotes the number of PSP2s in the set of RSs of S, then n +2la. Let Lt. 
L 2, ... , La/(n+2> denote the sets of order n +2 for which Li\{x.} is the unique ideal line 
in s. with j E {1, 2, ... , a/(n + 2)} and x. ELi. One can easily prove that [x, y, z ]s = 0 iff 
there exists a set Li for which 
[x, y, z]cLi(i E { 1, 2, ... , n :J). 
Let I denote the incidence structure obtained from S by adjoining the sets Lt. 
L2, ... , La/(n+2> (as new blocks) to the block set of S. 
Obviously, I is a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design. So, n E {4, 10}. 
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Thus, S is obtained from a 3- (n 2 + n + 2, n + 2, 1) design (n E {4, 10}), by deleting 
a/ (n + 2) disjoint blocks. 
REMARK. By considering the parameters it is easy to see that if the residual structure 
of a semi-inversive plane with respect to some point is an elliptic semi-plane of Baker 
(see [1]), we have then that the residual structure with respect to each point had to be 
the semi-plane of Baker. But then such a semi-inversive plane had to be a 2-(46, 8, 7) 
design which is of course impossible (since Ao = 7 . ¥ ~ e Z). Hence there exist no "Baker 
semi-inversive planes"'. 
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